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Inelastic helium atom scattering has been used to investigate the vibrational dynamics at the
polymer vacuum interface of poly�methyl methacrylate�, polystyrene, and polybutadiene thin films
on SiOx /Si�100�. Experiments were performed for a large range of surface temperatures below and
above the glass transition of these three polymers. The broad multiphonon feature that arises in the
inelastic scattering spectra at surface temperatures between 175 and 500 K is indicative of the
excitation of a continuum of surface vibrational modes. Similarities exist in the line shapes of the
scattering spectra, indicating that helium atoms scatter from groups of similar mass on the surface
of these polymer thin films. The line shapes obtained were further analyzed using a semiclassical
scattering model. This study has shown that quite different polymer thin films can have similar
interfacial dynamics at the topmost molecular layer. © 2008 American Institute of Physics.
�DOI: 10.1063/1.2939018�

I. INTRODUCTION

Polymer thin films are widely used in the fabrication of
devices for technological applications such as microelectron-
ics, sensors, protective and optical coatings, and membranes
for diverse fields from engineering and material science to
medicine.1 Significant questions remain, however, regarding
the differences between the structure and properties of these
films as compared to bulk polymer samples.2 In particular,
nanoconfinement strongly affects the overall film properties
due to the increased free volume and difference in electro-
static potential at the free surface and interactions with the
substrate layer. Investigation into these differences began
over a decade ago with the dewetting studies of Reiter and
the ellipsometry studies of Keddie et al.3 Many aspects of
polymer thin films have been studied using a variety of tech-
niques. For studies of the glass transition averaged over the
whole thin film system, areas of interest include �but are not
limited to� the effect of the substrate layer,4 the importance
of the molecular architecture and tacticity of the polymer,5

molecular weight,6 relaxation,7 and diffusion of small par-
ticles through the film.8 Numerous studies have also been
performed to investigate increased mobility in the surface
layer. Areas of interest include �-relaxation,9 surface mo-
lecular motion as probed by scanning probe microscopy,10

surface relaxation studied with sum frequency generation
�SFG�,11 and relaxation after surface deformation.12 The ma-
jority of dynamics studies that have been performed probe

long length-scale motion of polymer chains or segmental
motion. One exception is neutron scattering studies in which
molecular-scale motion of the polymers is observed. Most of
the techniques used either perturb the system of interest or
probe several layers rather than just the topmost interface,
and so questions regarding the properties of the interface at
the free surface of the polymer remain largely unanswered.

To characterize the dynamics at the topmost interface,
we use the nondestructive and surface-sensitive probe of
low-energy helium atom scattering �HAS�. With the excep-
tion of our previous study,13 this technique has not been used
to investigate polymer thin films. This study is both different
from traditional HAS and from most studies of polymer thin
film dynamics. As a result, a description of what we can
uniquely measure with HAS is presented. HAS has tradition-
ally been used to investigate the structure and dynamics of
single crystals and simple adsorbates on single crystals.14,15

HAS can be viewed as a surface-sensitive analog to neutron
scattering. Because helium atoms scatter from the electron
density approximately 3 Å above the surface whereas neu-
trons scatter from atomic cores, HAS provides increased sur-
face sensitivity.15–17 HAS has been used to characterize sur-
face structure and is remarkably sensitive to defects
including point defects and steps.18 In dynamics studies,
HAS has been used to characterize phonon dispersion curves
with inelastic HAS, diffusion through quasielastic HAS, and
multiphonon scattering.

In recent years, helium atom scattering studies have ex-
panded to include the investigation of organic thin films.
Studies have probed structure, where possible, and dynamics
of self-assembled monolayers �SAMs�,19 alkanes,20 carboxy-
lic acids,21 liquids,22 and fatty acids.23 In most of these cases,
the surface is ordered as observed with helium atom diffrac-
tion. Single-phonon spectra are often found, sometimes over
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a broad multiphonon background. In some cases, however,
only a multiphonon feature is observed,22,23 as is the case
with polymer thin films. With the precedent of HAS studies
on organic mono- and multilayers, in our group, we have
decided to investigate polymer thin films. Helium atom scat-
tering provides a detailed picture of the low-energy surface
vibrational dynamics of the polymer at the vacuum interface.
The information we obtain is in some ways more similar to
heavy rare gas scattering studies of complex materials,22,24

rather than traditional HAS experiments. The use of helium
atoms, however, provides a nondestructive and surface-
sensitive probe through which we can characterize vibra-
tional dynamics of the topmost interfacial layer.

Additionally, HAS studies of polymer thin films are
more similar to previous neutron scattering studies than to
other techniques commonly used in the polymer literature. In
particular, HAS is sensitive to molecular-scale vibrational
dynamics rather than segmental or long-range motion of the
polymer chains. In contrast to neutron scattering studies,
HAS is sensitive exclusively to the topmost molecular layer.
The vibrations probed are sagittally polarized modes of the
chain or substituent groups present at the polymer-vacuum
interface. Localized, short timescale motion of the topmost
molecular interface in confined polymer systems has not
been investigated in the literature. Information about surface
vibrational motion would provide new information that
would help to develop a better understanding of dynamics in
confined polymer systems.

Helium atom scattering is uniquely able to access infor-
mation on the dynamics and corrugation of the polymer-
vacuum interface without complicating contributions from
the bulk properties. In a previous paper, we have shown he-
lium atom scattering to be sensitive to the effect of nanocon-
finement on the vibrational dynamics of poly�methyl meth-
acrylate� �PMMA� in the thin film limit.13 In this paper, we
significantly expand on our prior work by examining and
comparing more extensive results for PMMA, which has a
bulk glass transition temperature of 380 K, to 1,4-trans-
polybutadiene �PB�, which has a bulk glass transition tem-
perature of 167 K, over the temperature range of
200–500 K.25 We also compare our PMMA results to those
from polystyrene �PS� �bulk Tg=373 K�, one of the most
widely studied polymers. Moreover, in this work, we also

present a detailed analysis of the scattering spectra for all
three systems, utilizing a semiclassical scattering model from
which we derive information about the He-polymer potential
energy surface, polymer surface structure, and the surface’s
molecular-scale vibrational dynamics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

Experiments were conducted in a high angle- and
energy-resolution helium atom scattering apparatus, which
has been described in detail elsewhere.26 Briefly, it consists
of a cryogenically cooled supersonic helium beam source, an
ultrahigh vacuum �UHV� scattering chamber equipped with
surface characterization tools, a precollision chopper �chop-
per to sample distance of 0.554 m�, and a rotating, long flight
path �sample to ionizer distance of 1.005 m� quadrupole
mass spectrometer detector. The rotating detector and inde-
pendent crystal angular drive allow for the incident and final
angles to be independently varied. The angular collimation
yields a resolution of 0.22° and a �� /� of less than 1% for
most of the reported beam energies. This design allows for
precise measurements of scattering angles and energy ex-
change with the surface by acquisition of the time-of-flight
�TOF� of scattered helium atoms. A cross-correlation TOF
technique with a pseudorandom chopping sequence was used
to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio.27 Spectra are deconvo-
luted according to Ref. 28.

Three high-molecular weight, atactic polymers, PMMA
�PolySciences�, 1,4-trans-PB �Polymer Source�, and PS
�PolySciences�, were spin coated on the native oxide layer of
Si�100�. Parameters for the molecular weight, polydispersity,
and thickness of the samples can be found in Table I. Please
note that we have provided the relative thicknesses in terms
of the bulk radius of gyration, Rg. This scaling is common
and is generally useful for comparing polymers of different
molecular weights. The scaling cannot, however, be exactly
correlated with actual film thickness because the chain con-
formation of polymers, and hence their radius of gyration,
changes in a thin film relative to the bulk. The SiOx /Si�100�
substrates were cleaned by sequential sonication in toluene,
acetone, and methanol. The substrates used for the PB films
were additionally cleaned by 10 min immersions in 80 °C
solutions of 5:1:1 H2O:30% H2O2:NH4OH followed by
6:1:1 H2O:30% H2O2:40% HCl. The substrates were then

TABLE I. Parameters used for polymer experiments. Mw is the molecular weight, Mw /Mn is the polydispersity
index, Tg is the glass transition temperature, h is the film thickness, and Rg is the radius of gyration. Thicknesses
are given both in units of nanometers and radius of gyration.

Polymer
Mw

�kg/mol� Mw /Mn Tg �K� h �nm�
Rg

�nm�a h �Rg�

Poly�methyl
methacrylate�

350 1.15 380 11 15 0.67

Poly�methyl
methacrylate�

350 1.15 380 47 15 3.3

1,4-trans-Polybutadiene 60.9 1.05 167 16 7.1 2.2
1,4-trans-Polybutadiene 60.9 1.05 167 87 7.1 12

Polystyrene 400 1.06 373 119 17 7.0
Polystyrene 400 1.06 373 111 17 6.5

aValues for Rg for PB from Ref. 25.
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treated for 6.5 min in 40% NH4F in MeOH to create flat
hydrophobic terraces.29 The hydrogen-terminated substrate
degrades quickly, so the PB samples were spun immediately
following treatment and drying. In addition, the 119 nm
thick sample of PS was made using this sample preparation.
The thin films were annealed under argon for 120 min at
413 K for PMMA and 443 K for PS. PB was not annealed
prior to insertion in the UHV chamber because it was pre-
pared at a temperature far above its glass transition. The
sample thickness was measured ex situ by ellipsometry. Op-
tical microscopy and atomic force microscopy were used to
further assess the smoothness of the film. PMMA and PS
samples were inserted in the scattering chamber �base pres-
sure of 10−9–10−10 torr� and annealed at the beginning of
each experimental run at 440 K for 30 min. PB samples were
annealed at 300 K overnight. The samples were subsequently
cooled at 5 K /min to the lowest temperature used and spec-
tra were taken for the various temperatures. Changes to the
cooling rate from 2 K /min to approximately 35 K /min did
not have any affect on the results. Because of the low scat-
tering signal from the polymers, highly ordered pyrolitic
graphite was used for calibration of the beam. From thermo-
gravimetric analysis, the PMMA sample began to degrade at
temperatures above approximately 550 K in a nitrogen atmo-
sphere, which agrees well with the literature value of
543 K.30 According to the literature, PB compounds contain-
ing both cis and trans components begin to degrade at
around 623 K.31 Bulk PS begins to degrade above 548 K.25

Scattering experiments were therefore not performed at tem-
peratures above 490 K for PMMA and 500 K for PS and PB.

III. RESULTS

For PMMA, we obtained spectra for a wide range of
parameters at both specular and nonspecular final angles. In
the specular geometry, runs were taken at angles of 24.42°,
32.42°, and 37.42° measured with respect to the surface nor-
mal for beam energies from 9.7 to 54 meV �4.31 Å−1 with
�K=1.76–10.15 Å−1 with �K=4.16 Å−1� and sample tem-
peratures from 60 to 490 K. Elastic scattering was observed
for PMMA at the lowest sample temperatures and beam
energies.13 No elastic scattering was observed at cryogenic
surface temperatures and low beam energies for PB. To com-
pare the multiphonon scattering results for PMMA at the
higher beam energies, PB and PS spectra were taken at beam
energies from 25 to 43 meV. The same scattering geometries
were used for PB and PMMA, while scattering from PS was
performed in the specular geometry at angles of 25.92°,
30.92°, and 35.92°. No difference was observed between the
scattering spectra of PS on hydrophilic and hydrophobic sub-
strates, so these are grouped together for the purpose of this
analysis. Raw data from a representative cross-correlation
spectrum and the corresponding deconvoluted TOF spectrum
are shown in Fig. 1. The intensity, which is transformed into
the energy transfer domain, is also plotted in this figure ver-
sus the difference between the final and initial energies of the
helium beam �E.

Figures 2 and 3 show representative spectra for PMMA,
PS, and PB under similar scattering geometries, sample tem-

peratures, and beam energies plotted in the time and energy
transfer domains, respectively. As the sample temperature is
increased, the intensity of the maximum decreases. In Fig. 2,
it is shown that as the surface temperature increases, the
maximum intensity moves to earlier times. In Fig. 3, this
shift corresponds to a slight change in the position of the
intensity maximum to higher �E. The high energy tail also
grows, as expected due to an increase in annihilation contri-
butions to the collisional energy transfer. The intensity maxi-
mum occurs in the energy-loss region, i.e., at negative �E. In
both figures, the general features are the same for each poly-
mer, with broad asymmetric curves that have an intensity
maximum at negative �E. These trends are observed regard-
less of sample thickness, beam energy, and scattering geom-
etry. Broad, multiphonon spectra have been observed previ-
ously for soft, organic substrates like fatty acid monolayers
and SAMs using helium atom scattering.23,32 From experi-

FIG. 1. �a� Representative raw cross-correlation data and �b� the deconvo-
luted time-of-flight �TOF� spectrum. Signal was obtained for 511 channels
using a pseudorandom chopping sequence. Each channel is 32 �s wide,
yielding a TOF window from 0 to approximately 16 ms. The inset in �b�
shows the line shape of the feature over a smaller time domain. The data
were obtained from scattering from polystyrene with a surface temperature
of 200 K, a beam energy of 43 meV, and initial and final angles of 25.92°.
�c� The same spectrum shown in the energy transfer domain.
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ments performed to determine the angular position of maxi-
mum scattered intensity using PMMA with an incident angle
of 32.42° and a surface temperature of 200 K, we find that
maximum scattered intensity occurs at a final angle more
than 8° closer to the surface normal. The intensity is a slowly
varying function of angle. At higher temperatures, the posi-
tion of maximum intensity shifts farther toward the surface
normal.

Spectra from the three different polymers taken at simi-
lar beam energies, sample temperatures, and scattering ge-
ometries have been overlaid at each surface temperature
�Fig. 4�. The spectra are scaled by the maximum intensity at
an intermediate surface temperature. For example, in Fig. 4,
the peak maximum of the data taken at a sample temperature
of 350 K is set to unity. No other normalization is done to
change the intensity or shape of these curves. Spectra taken
at all sample temperatures are then scaled by this maximum
intensity. The line shapes of the spectra for the three poly-
mers can then be compared at each temperature. By scaling
all the spectra by the 350 K maximum intensity, the rate of
intensity decay with surface temperature can also be ana-
lyzed. This figure shows that the scattering spectra arising
from the three different polymers are virtually superimpos-
able. In particular, the intensity decay and line shape are
similar for all polymers. Slight differences in intensities in

Fig. 4 are observed due to variations in surface temperature.
Specifically, the PS spectrum in the top plot is taken at a
sample temperature of 175 K and the PMMA spectrum in the
bottom plot is at a sample temperature 490 K. Differences in
the width of the spectra of the thinnest PMMA samples have
been discussed in a previous paper.13

Figures 5 and 6 show a comparison of PB spectra with
two different beam energies in the time and energy transfer
domains, respectively. In the time domain, the scattering
spectra appear similar, but the spectra taken with the higher
energy beam are translated to earlier times. In the energy
transfer domain, the energy gain, i.e., positive �E, tails over-
lay well, while the positions of the negative �E side of the
spectra differ considerably. The spectrum arising from a
40.5 meV beam goes to approximately �E=−30 meV,
whereas the spectrum arising from a 29.7 meV beam goes to
approximately �E=−20 meV. For the energy-loss ��E�0�
side of the spectra, a higher beam energy leads to a greater
amount of energy transfer to the surface. The similarity be-
tween the spectra on the energy gain ��E�0� indicates that
the probability of annihilating vibrational modes is relatively
similar.

IV. REVIEW OF THEORY

The Debye–Waller factor 2w determines which features
are observed in TOF spectra. For example, for 2w�6, the

FIG. 2. �Color� Inelastic scattering spectra for PMMA, PS, and PB. Multiple
spectra are included for each polymer, covering a wide range of surface
temperatures. The intensity of the peak maximum decreases with increasing
surface temperature while the intensity of the tail increases.

FIG. 3. �Color� The same as Fig. 2, but in the energy transfer domain. �E is
the difference between the final and initial energies of the helium beam.
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multiphonon regime is observed whereas for 2w�1, only
elastic scattering is seen.33 In the specular geometry, 2w is
related to the incident beam energy Ei and the surface tem-
perature Ts by34

2w =
24m�Ei cos2 �i + D�Ts

MkB�D
2 , �1�

where m is the mass of He, �i is the incident angle, D is the
Beeby correction,35 M is the surface mass, and �D is the
surface Debye temperature. We use a surface Debye tem-
perature of 120 K, as was used for a fatty acid monolayer.33

We set D to 7 meV, which is close to values for high density
alkanethiol SAMs.36 The well depth may differ slightly for
PS compared to PMMA and PB due to the He-phenyl inter-
action. SFG vibrational spectroscopy studies indicate that the
ester methyl groups of PMMA decorate the polymer-air in-
terface, tilted with respect to the surface normal between 0°
and 30°, whereas the �-methyl groups lie down on the
surface.37 It is likely, therefore, that helium interacts prima-
rily with the terminal methyl groups on the ester methyl side
chain, indicating M =15 amu. SFG vibrational spectroscopy

of PS indicates that the phenyl groups project normal to the
surface, approximately 57° from the surface normal, indicat-
ing that collisions occur with CH groups.38 For PB, the he-
lium atoms should scatter from a mixture of CH and CH2

groups. Using Eq. �1�, we find values of 2w�15 for the
systems used in this study at beam energies of 30–40 meV.
The value of 2w increases for angles closer to normal and
with increases in surface temperature.

We used a semiclassical model developed by Manson et
al. to fit the inelastic line shape for the three polymers.39 Two
different models were developed, one in which scattering
occurs from a continuum of atomic centers, and one from
discrete atomic centers.40 The former has been used previ-
ously for single crystal metal surfaces, and the latter has been
used to model scattering from a fatty acid monolayer. In the
continuum model, the intensity of the multiphonon spectra
decreases with temperature according to �	
0kBTS�−3/2,
where 	
0 is the classical recoil velocity. For the discrete
model, the temperature dependence is �	
0kBTS�−1/2. The
classical recoil velocity 	
0 is given by 	2k2 /2M, where the

FIG. 5. A comparison of PB spectra with two different beam energies. The
polymer film is 87 nm thick with initial and final angles of 24.42° and beam
energies of 29.7 meV �—� and 40.5 meV �---�. The top spectrum is taken at
a sample temperature of 200 K and the bottom spectrum is at 500 K.

FIG. 6. The same as Fig. 4, but in the energy transfer domain.

FIG. 4. �Color� The spectra for PMMA �red�, PS �blue�, and PB �green� are
overlaid. The surface temperature is listed in the upper right corner of the
spectrum. The maximum intensity at 350 K is set to unity and the other
spectra scaled accordingly in order to compare the line shapes and the
change in maximum intensity with surface temperature. Other parameters
are similar for the polymers with a beam energy of approximately 31 meV
and initial and final angles of 24.42° for PMMA and PB and 25.92° for PS.
The sample thicknesses are 47 nm for PMMA, 119 nm PS, and 87 nm PB.
Differences in the intensities are caused by slight deviations in surface
temperature.
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total momentum transfer k=kf −ki �kf and ki are the final and
initial momenta, respectively�.33 We have shown previously
that the temperature dependence of the discrete model fits the
temperature decay of the PMMA data, whereas the con-
tinuum model decays too rapidly.13 Because the rate of decay
is similar for the different polymers, the discrete model
should be the appropriate one to use for all the spectra pre-
sented. The discrete centers model states that the differential
reflection coefficient, which gives the number of particles
detected per solid angle per unit energy is given by33

dR

d� fdEf
� �kf� fi�2� 	�


0kBTs
�1/2

exp	−
��E + 	
0�2

4kBTs	
0

 .

�2�

The perpendicular components of the momenta are corrected
for the He-surface well depth by the Beeby correction. The
form factor  fi is the product of the Jackson–Mott matrix
element �JM�kiz ,kfz� of the potential ��z�=exp�−�z�, and a
cutoff in parallel momentum.41 The cutoff factor is given by

 fi = �JM exp	−
�2

Qc
2��1 + ��K

�
�2�1/2

− 1�
 ,

where Qc is the parallel momentum cutoff factor. The
Jackson–Mott matrix element is given by

�JM�p,q�

=
p − q

sinh�p − q�
p + q

sinh�p + q�� sinh�2p�sinh�2q�
4pq

�1/2

,

where p and q are nondimensionalized momenta given by
q=kiz /� and p=kfz /�.41 The parameters � and Qc are de-
scriptors of the surface structure. Specifically, � is a measure
of the relative softness of the surface and Qc measures the
corrugation or roughness of the surface.

V. DISCUSSION

To determine the degree of similarity of the PMMA, PB,
and PS spectra beyond the overlay of line shapes shown in
Fig. 4, we have plotted the integrated intensity as a function
of temperature in Fig. 7. The integrated intensities are calcu-
lated from the spectra converted into the energy domain. The
absolute intensities are then scaled by the integral of the
lowest temperature spectrum in order to be able to compare
the spectra. From Fig. 7, it is clear that the intensity decay is
virtually identical between the different polymers. Changes
to the scattering geometry result in only small changes to the
intensity decay. An increase in the beam energy from ap-
proximately 30 to approximately 40 meV decreases the rate
of the intensity decay by less than a factor of 2.

The un-normalized values for the full width half maxi-
mum �FWHM� are shown for each of the polymers at a va-
riety of scattering angles �Fig. 8�. At the lower beam energy
of 30 meV, the FWHM spans 25–35 meV for the lowest
surface temperatures and 43–53 meV for the highest. A
close correspondence exists between the different polymers
�Fig. 8�a��. For a beam energy of 40 meV, the FWHM is
approximately 30–40 meV at the lowest surface tempera-
tures. At the highest surface temperatures, the FWHM still

spans a small range for all polymers of between 50 and
62 meV. No large difference is observed as a function of
angle, though the inclusion of this quantity of data does re-
sult in some degree of scatter. The higher beam energy
should yield larger values for FWHM, as observed, due to
the ability of the helium to transfer more energy to the sur-

FIG. 7. Decay of the integrated intensity of the inelastic feature calculated
from the curves converted to the energy transfer for the polymer thin films.
The spectra were taken at a beam energy of 30 meV, with initial and final
angles of 24.42° for PMMA and PB, and 25.92° for PS. The intensity at
200 K was normalized for PMMA and PB. The slopes of the intensity decay
were then used to determine an average value for these polymers at 175 K,
the value of which was used to normalize the PS intensities. The intensity
decay rates are −1.2�10−3 K−1 meV−1 for PMMA, −1.1�10−3 K−1 meV−1

for PB, and −1.2�10−3 K−1 meV−1 for PS.

FIG. 8. �Color� The un-normalized full width half maximum of scattering
spectra in the energy domain graphed vs surface temperature at two beam
energies. Data from scattering in the specular geometry at angles of 24.42°,
32.42°, and 37.42° are shown together.
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face. PMMA tends to fall in the lower range of FWHM val-
ues, but the FWHM of PS and PB are approximately identi-
cal. Figure 8�a� also shows data from the 11 nm PMMA film
�labeled “thin” in the figure�. We have shown that helium
atoms scattering from films of this thickness have a de-
creased probability of annihilating vibrational modes in the
scattering process at more normal angles in comparison with
the 47 nm films �labeled “thick” in the figure�.13 The thinner
PMMA films do on average have the lowest FWHM, as
expected.

From our studies of different thicknesses of PMMA, we
have shown that the scattering spectra are highly sensitive to
the thickness of the samples.13 Yet, the spectra obtained from
PMMA, PB, and PS are almost identical, even though the
films are different thicknesses. Prior results showed a depen-
dence on film thickness between samples that were several
radius of gyration thick versus less than one radius of gyra-
tion thick. As noted in Sec. II, the radius of gyration provides
a rough means of comparing different polymer samples
rather than an absolute scaling. All the samples used for PS
and PB were thicker than the radius of gyration for these
polymers. Hence, we were not working in the regime where
we would expect to observe the trend reported for PMMA. It
was unclear from our previous study, where only two thick-
nesses were used, whether the spectra would continue to
change as function of thickness. We hypothesized that the
difference for the thinner films was caused by interaction
with the substrate layer. Once films are thick enough that the
substrate interactions no longer affect dynamics at the sur-
face, the spectra should be identical. That we do not see a
dependence of the probability of annihilating vibrational
modes in the scattering process even though several different
thicknesses were used in this study supports this hypothesis.
Whether this is the same limit as the probability of annihi-
lating modes in much thicker samples ��200 nm� or even
the bulk limit is still unclear. We are currently investigating
the onset of the thickness dependence on the surface vibra-
tional modes to determine if this is uniform across different
polymers and molecular weights.

To obtain information about the He-polymer potential
energy surface, we fit the spectra for PMMA, PS, and PB to
the semiclassical model described above. The unknown pa-
rameters for the polymer thin films are M, D, �, and Qc. We
have additionally included a scaling factor to normalize the
predicted theoretical final flux to the experimental incident
flux.42 Of these parameters, the surface mass M and the
Beeby correction D have the greatest influence on the mul-
tiphonon curve. We used several values for the surface mass,
of which M =15 amu yielded the best fits. For PB and PS,
such a value makes sense, as helium should interact with a
hydrocarbon group, having a surface mass of 13 or 14 amu.
As the model is not very sensitive to differences of 1 amu,
we obtain good fits using M =15 amu. For PMMA and PS,
SFG vibrational spectroscopy studies show that collisions are
most likely to occur with surface masses of 15 and 13 amu,
respectively.37,38 The small surface mass for PMMA indi-
cates that on the short time scale of the collision, helium is
interacting primarily with the terminal methyl group, as seen
previously for helium atom scattering from a fatty acid

monolayer versus stiffer SAM systems.33 We also use D
=7 meV, as the Beeby correction should be similar as that
for SAMs. We fit the spectra to determine � and Qc. We used
the model in two different ways, either fixing the scaling
parameter for a set of temperature progressions, or letting it
float in each fitting routine. We know that the flux will
change for each temperature because the angular distribution
shifts with increasing temperature.

The model fits the lowest temperature curves well, con-
sidering the complexity of the model and the complexity of
the system �Fig. 9�. The values for � range from 1 to 3 Å−1

and remain constant across the wide range of surface tem-
peratures and beam energies at which spectra were obtained.
Since � represents the steepness of the repulsive part of the
potential curve for the interaction between He and the sur-
face in the absence of corrugation,41 we have found that
there is a large relative degree of interaction between He and
the different polymer films. We have assumed only that the
well depth of this interaction is roughly the same, but it
appears that the shape of the repulsive part of the potential
curve is also similar. Smaller values of � are indicative of
softer surfaces. For example, single-phonon modes on close-
packed metal surfaces tend to give � values of 2–3 Å−1,
whereas a rigid surface such as KCN has a � value of
5.5 Å−1.43

We do not, however, see a pattern in the values obtained
for Qc. These values roughly fall between 2 and 8 Å−1, and
no trends are observed as the surface temperature is in-

FIG. 9. The experimental scattering spectra ��� can be fit using a discrete
semiclassical scattering model �—�, as described in the text. The spectra
shown are for polystyrene samples prepared on SiOx /Si�100� with a thick-
ness of 110.8 nm. The spectra were taken with a beam energy of 40 meV
and an initial and final angles of 30.92°. The surface temperatures are listed
for each plot. The values for �, Qc, and the amplitude were allowed to vary
for each surface temperature.
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creased. It is unclear if the fits we have performed are sen-
sitive to Qc values in this range. Qc corresponds to the degree
of surface roughness, as a rougher surface will scatter helium
to larger values of parallel momentum.43 Values in the deter-
mined range are indicative of higher surface corrugations.40

Simulations of thin hexadecane films �10–20 Å� on
crystalline substrates demonstrate the degree of coarseness of
these films.44 While all films adsorb densely to the substrate,
thinner films have a much larger free volume at the surface
than thicker films due to the denser packing overall of the
thicker films.44 Yet, even the thicker films are atomically
rough at the vacuum-organic interface. From simulations of
decane films confined between two liquid interfaces, it is
found that the roughness of the interface greatly increases
between 300 and 400 K. Weaker interactions between chains
lead to greater fluctuations at higher temperatures.22 Simula-
tions of monolayer films, such as amphiphiles on water also
show an increase in interfacial coarsening as the temperature
increases.45 The increase in surface roughness with tempera-
ture is at least in part due to thermal fluctuations. We believe
that the molecular coarsening is evident from the increase
observed in the FWHM.

As seen from Eq. �2�, the FWHM should have an inverse
square-root dependence on the surface temperature. Thermal
fluctuations cause an increase in surface roughness and are
also responsible for the creation of capillary waves. The am-
plitude of the thermal roughness L is proportional to
�kBTs /��1/2, where � is the surface tension.46 In a study of
rare gas scattering from liquids, the surface roughness was
gauged by the growth of the thermal desorption peak. A
“nearly” linear increase was observed and compared to the
approximately linearly increasing values of �Ts /��1/2. While
rare gas scattering measures highly localized dynamics,
whereas capillary waves occur over longer length scales, the
coincidence is intriguing. King et al. hypothesize that there
may be a correlation between dynamics on different length
scales.22 From this result, we conclude that to assign the
functional form of the dependence of the FWHM on tem-
perature, we may need to consider not only the multiphonon
scattering process but also other surface structure at the poly-
mer thin film interface.

It is interesting that our results show polymer surface
dynamics to be remarkably similar, despite differences in
substituent groups and glass transition temperatures. In rare
gas scattering studies of squalane, glycerol, and Krytox 1625
�a perfluorinated polyether�, King et al. demonstrate that
these liquids can easily be identified by Ar scattering
spectra.22 They find that although Krytox 1625 has the high-
est compressibility and lowest surface tension of the liquids,
it exhibits the lowest degree of energy transfer. They con-
clude that the scattering, specifically the impulsive energy
transfer, is dependent on the local surface mass, where
heavier functional groups absorb less energy during the short
collision times.47 Likewise, one of the first atomic scattering
studies from SAMs showed that less energy is exchanged
with molecules with CF3 end groups than CH3 end groups.32

That our spectra are so similar suggests that the effective
surface mass is the same for the three polymers. In Fig. 8, it
is observed that the FWHM of the PMMA spectra is slightly

smaller than for PS and PB, perhaps indicative of the slightly
higher surface mass of 15 amu compared to 13 or 14 amu.
To confirm this hypothesis, experiments with deuterated and
undeuterated samples should be performed. It might also be
instructive to use a higher energy, relatively nonpolarizable
probe such as neon or argon in order to directly compare to
the scattering literature on liquids. Such a study would allow
us to determine whether the scattering spectra of the polymer
thin films are more similar to the organic liquids or the
atomic liquids, and hence, comment on the relative degree of
energy transfer to confined polymers in comparison with
liquids.

Probing with higher energy rare gas atoms rather than
low-energy helium atoms allows us to access different but
complimentary information about the characteristics of poly-
mer thin films over the glass transition. Because low-energy
helium atoms scatter from the electron density above the
surface,16 this technique is sensitive to mobility at the
polymer-vacuum interface which may be, in turn, influenced
by changes in the bulk of the polymer thin film. In contrast,
a higher energy neutral probe will scatter from the surface of
the polymer thin film and may penetrate the surface layer, as
in the case of Xe scattering from a high density alkanethiol
self-assembled monolayer.48 Due to the increase in momen-
tum, this rare gas probe is influenced by the overall elasticity
of the surface. As a result, heavier rare gas probes are useful
in obtaining information about both the surface and bulk of a
material.

In an effort to look at higher energy scattering from the
polymer thin films, we performed preliminary studies of
neon atom scattering from PMMA. In the specular geometry,
experiments were taken at angles of 24.42°, 32.42°, and
37.42° measured from the surface normal, a beam energy of
30 meV �17.0 Å−1 with �K=6.06 Å−1�, and sample tempera-
tures from 200 to 490 K. Angular distributions were taken
using an incident angle of 32.42° and final angles from
24.42° to 37.42°. Neon does not have a tendency to thermal-
ize with the surface, though the increase in momentum
should broaden the inelastic feature observed with helium
atom scattering and yield more information about the bulk of
the polymer thin film. We observed the same qualitative re-
sults as observed from helium atom scattering from these
studies. The low signal-to-noise ratio due to the long flight
path and inherent low scattering signal obtained from poly-
mers prevented us from investigating specific changes in line
shape between helium and neon scattering.

Helium atom scattering provides different information
than most prior studies of polymer thin film dynamics. While
most studies in the literature measure the dynamics of long-
range motion of polymer chains or segmental dynamics, he-
lium atom scattering is most sensitive to surface vibrational
dynamics of the topmost molecular layer. One of our goals in
investigating polymer thin films has been to determine the
behavior of the interface over the glass transition temperature
Tg. Many previous studies have identified changes in chain
segmental motion in the interfacial region as a function of
temperature. Neutron scattering studies of thin films have
shown that a difference in behavior of glassy systems arises
around 1.2Tg. Below this temperature, the increase in the
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mean square displacement, u2�, is linear, while above 1.2Tg,
u2� increases nonlinearly.49 Changes in the mean square dis-
placement should propagate to the surface region to which
we are sensitive, and we will look for this change in more
appropriate systems. In selecting future experiments, we
want to further investigate whether the glass transition in the
bulk of the thin film affects dynamics at the topmost
interface.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have investigated the vibrational dy-
namics of polymer thin film interfaces with a precise and
exclusively surface-sensitive probe, low-energy helium atom
scattering. We have shown that the line shapes arising from
helium atom scattering from PMMA, PB, and PS thin films
are remarkably alike, having similar rates of intensity decay.
Slight differences in the scattering are exhibited in the
FWHM of these peaks, with PMMA having smaller values
for the FWHM than PB and PS. The similarity between the
spectra suggests that the helium beam interacts with groups
of similar effective mass for the three polymers, in agree-
ment with structural studies of the PMMA and PS interfaces.
A discrete semiclassical model fits the line shape of the spec-
tra well. This study has shown that polymers with different
characteristics can have similar interfacial dynamics at the
topmost interfacial layer.
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